Finestre per la vita

COMPANY

But what is really CAMPESATO?
Campesato is a company that produces Bio ... oriented to Bio ..

FROM 1920 TO TODAY

From the office building where
the inhabitants live inside a shell
produced by natural elements, where
the company produces electricity
through the sun that it uses for its
own production, helping to reduce
co2 production ..

Un’azienda italiana
che ha quasi

100 anni

partita dal nonno falegname Carlo
Campesato nel 1920, per arrivare ad
oggi con una veste più moderna del
fare il serramento, che è rimasto il
know how cardinale sviluppato già a
partire da Guido Campesato, padre
di Giancarlo e Valter, oggi in azienda
con i figli Alessandro e Valentina:

LA QUARTA GENERAZIONE!

Campesato is on the international
scene as a dynamic business with
a keen eye that builds customised
doors, windows and shutters made
to measure and catering to the tastes
of all different kinds of customers.
An efficient and exclusive Order
Management
Software
allows
development and control of the entire
production process.
All this thanks to the flexibility of
a system that makes it possible to
construct even complex doors and
windows, yet always functional and
with the right quality-satisfaction
ratio.

.. where all painting and bonding
systems are non-toxic, boasting
INDOOR QUALITY CERTIFICATES.
Which does not weigh on the
disposal, where even the old
windows and doors are recycled
through the reuse of old wood that
will give rise to new wood-based
products.

...A NEW WOOD FRAME HAS AT LEAST 20 YEARS!

discover
our

world!

“A sustainable future to pass down to those
who will come after us with pride....”

A choise
for life

Woodworking means experiencing nature hands-on,
preserving the timeless atmosphere and values of the past.

TRADIZIONE

PER LA VITA

“The time of wood is much
longer than our time,it is
much closer to the time
of life than to the time of
days, and we know that it
stays behind…
with all of its value”
Being passionate about things
and crafting them with care has
been at the base of the company
for three whole generations,
during which the wood has
borne testimony to the cultural,
traditional and future values.

The climate footprint of wood is, and will always be, the ideal
solution for man, thanks to the biological balance that only
this material can offer.

Producing Campesato wood doors, windows and shutters
requires the least possible amount of energy, thanks to the
use of wood from silviculture.

SOSTENIBILITA’

SICUREZZA

QUALITA’

..our future
IS TODAY!!

Campesato doors, windows and shutters have the best
strength and safe use characteristics, thanks to the structure
and the high-quality components that guarantee top
performance.

The lifecycle of the types of wood Campesato employs is a
guarantee to be passed down, as a result of the exclusive,
quality choices made from experience.

Increasingly sophisticated technologies that allow doors and
windows to respond to energy certification regulations.

INNOVAZIONE

Campesato is

WINDOWS FOR LIFE

Woods and Colours
ENDLESS COMBINATIONS

The3 calor colori boxes:

• OUR
our

COLORS:
great

contains
classics

• MACHINING AND EFFECTS:
highlights the elegance of the
wood grain thanks to effects
such as brushing, poor art, ....

Our 3 woods are the models
that come out wearing our
new colors, 36 in the folders
... but multiply infinitely!
Every dye is applicable to
each of our 3 woods (Oak,
Pine and RedGrandis), as
well as every effect, making
endless possibilities for
matching colors, wood and
workmanship, creating the
perfect tailored dress for you!

• EXTRA OPAQUE MACHINING AND
EFFECTS: it reveals the highest
naturalness of wood, giving
it very high yield, exceptional
softness and infinite elegance.

OAK LAMINATE: Excellence
Botanical name: Quercus Robur; Quercus Petraea
Market name: Oak

Oak is a broadleaf belonging to the Quercus genus with the characteristics of robustness and remarkable resistance to
scratching. It is used for residential buildings, bridges, barrels, floors, casings, fine or rustic furniture and numerous other
things. A choice that “never goes out of style”, a favourite for the more elaborate finishes and works.
PINE LAMINATE:

Tradition

Botanical name: Pinus Sylvestris L.
Market name: Striped pineo
download
THE WOOD COLORS

This conifer has been found in nature since the ice age. Still today, the Pine is an extremely versatile wood, used practically
everywhere: miscellaneous carpentry, rustic furniture, pellets and wood for heating, etc.

RED GRANDIS LAMINATE:

RED GRANDIS:
the perfect
wood type

Elegance

Botanical name: Eucalyptus Grandis
Market name: Red Grandis
The term Red Grandis is the market name for a certain type of tree that is
part of the eucalyptus family. Grown on plantations in Uruguay, Red Grandis
is a sustainable wood. In fact it comes from renewable plantations, cultivated
with certified forest operations.

learn more

RED GRANDIS

The Collections
WOOD LINE

ESSENZA 70.2 TYPES

Essenza 70.2

70

70

Essenza SLIM

70

29

100

71

70

74

70

Essenza BASIC

LIGHT IS LIFE
33

115

82

RINNOVA 70.2 TYPES

Rinnova 70.2

70

70

Rinnova SLIM

70

29

100

71

70

74

70

IN RESPECT OF
ITALIAN HISTORY

Glass Holder:

33

Standard

Rettangolare

115

Rinnova BASIC

82

Triangolare

Barocco

The Collections
WOOD/ALUMINIUM LINE

Frame 102
PROFILO

PROFILO

BAROCCO

102

TRIANGOLARE

102

PROFILO

RETTANGOLARE

102

• Aluminum
with
welded corners for all
Frame 102 collections
on the all RAL folder.

FRAME 102 TYPES

REDEFINING
THE POINTS OF VIEW

Uniplanar 81

PROFILO

PROFILO

TRIANGOLARE

BAROCCO

81

• Increase in water
resistance class E
750 (equivalent to
the strength of a
hurricane)

PROFILO

RETTANGOLARE

81

with
corners.

81

• Aluminum
assembled

UNIPLANAR 81 TYPES

OPTIMAL SODALITY
BETWEEN TWO NOBLE MATERIALS

Biplanar 81

FREEDOM AND CLEANING
OF THE FORMS

PROFILO

TRIANGOLARE

BAROCCO

81

RETTANGOLARE

PROFILO

81

PROFILO

81

• Aluminum with
assembled corners.
•
• Increase in water
resistance class E
750 (equivalent
• to the force of a
hurricane)
•
• Available only with
concealed hardware,
excluding arcs /
inclined.

BIPLANAR 81 TYPES

Our Types
WINDOWS AND

FRANCH WINDOWS

With their peculiar characteristics,
CAMPESATO doors and windows
play their part in imbuing the
environments we live in with
personality and warmth, even to
the point of evoking sensations
and emotions from times gone
by.
Today they are more in harmony
with the furnishings than ever,
so much so that they could be
considered an essential element.

“Today going back to nature
is a need everyone feels.
Wood has become the best
sign for conveying the concept,
because it speaks to us with
the words of nature.”

download
OUR
REALIZATIONS

Our Types
SLIDING

The range of options available
includes models with fixed or
sliding doors, on simple or double
tracks, which can always be paired
with other types of casings that
the company produces.
The
best
expression
of
CAMPESATO’s sliding windows is
HSLUCE, a minimalist alternative
for a wide range of all-glass
solutions, certified in the highest
classes
of
air/water/wind
tightness.
WATER CERTIFICATE
ON SLIDING LIFT:
CLASS 9A (maximum level)

“Wood is one of the oldest
products in history, and yet it
is only at its dawn.”

Our Types
PIVOTING

The pivoting windows are
the perfect balance between
functionality and simplicity of
the casing, and are the reflection
of the modern window.
They distinguish themselves by
rotating on either a horizontal
or vertical axis. Even windows
or French windows with one
extremely large glass panel open
this way, thus taking up as little
space as possible inside.

“Wood is elegance, is beauty..
Wood is good quality.
Wood is warmth and
hospitality.
Wood is history and tradition.
It is innovation and trends.
But above all, it is NATURE.”

Our Types
FIXED AND ARCHES

641/5000
The fixed glazing systems are
ideal for modern architecture:
they guarantee thermal and
acoustic insulation by giving
light to the rooms.
The large windows allow a direct
and filter-free relationship
between the external and
internal environment.
In architecture, the window
characterizes the prospectus of
each building, giving it a unique
shape and character, thanks to
arched windows, everything is
further amplified:
windows of a thousand and a
form that are able to satisfy
the most diverse needs: round
arches, with pointed or lowered
arches, up to the creation of
profile curves that adapt to any
architectural light.

“Wood is one of the oldest
products in history, yet it is
only in its beginnings.”

Thermal
Characteristics

• Glass Ug= 1.1 W/mq
• Solar gain g= 35%

THE TOP IS

OUR STANDARD

A hot glass edge guarantees
• maximum thermal insulation
• keeping out all moisture
• Frame Ug= 1.2 W /mqw
Con le caratteristiche del serramento sopra elencate,
CAMPESATO RAGGIUNGE LA CLASSE ENERGETICA A.

LEGEND

CONSUMI BASSI

B

< 58 kWh/m2a

C

< 87 kWh/m2a

D

< 116 kWh/m a

E

< 145 kWh/m2a

F

< 175 kWh/m2a

G

≥ 175 kWh/m2a

Ug = value of the heat transfer coefficient of the
glass according to EN 673

CONSUMI
MEDIO BASSI

< 29 kWh/m2a

Uf = value of the heat transfer coefficient of the
frame according to EN ISO 10077-2

2

CONSUMI
MEDIO ALTI

The heat transfer values of
Campesato’s casings are all
below the maximum levels
allowed for the different
climate zones, and are even
in line with those required
by the “CasaClima“ project of
the province of Bolzano..

A

Solar heat gain = ratio between the heat that is
given off and allowed to go through the glazing
and that which it absorbs.

CONSUMI ALTI

THE COLORS OF OUR WARM EDGE CHANNELS

OUR GLASSES: endless solutions

SERIES COLORS BY
WOODO E WOOD/ALUMINIUM:

• BLACK

ONLY ON WOOD COLLECTIONS ALSO AVAILABLE:

download
OUR GLASSES

White

Ral 7035

Ral 8003

All our channels have the following pluses:

All our double glazing units are available in various
applications, to be composed according to need:

• ABSENCE OF JUNCTIONS
• IN THE CANALINA
• CUTTING AT 90 ° IN THE CORNERS.

•
•
•
•

EMISSIVES LOW
ACOUSTIC
VANDAL
ACCIDENT PREVENTION

• BULLETPROOF
• SELECTIVE
• BICAMERA

The Security
CUSTOM CLOSURES

ARE YOU SURE THAT YOUR
HOME IS REALLY PROTECTED
BY
THEFT
ATTEMPTS?

JUST FOR YOUR SAFETY YOU CAN CHOOSE BETWEEN

3 SAFETY LEVELS:

SICUREZZA
PREMIUM

The alarm system alone is not
enough to stop a thief:

• it is off when the owner
he is at home;
• often sounds when the thief
has already entered the house;
• it is subject to false alarms.

download
SAFETY
CATALOG

Watch The Video

TES RC3
CAMPESATO

SICUREZZA
START

SICUREZZA
BLINDATA
POSEIDON TT
SICUREZZA
BLINDATA
POSEIDON TT

Standard safety
START

Recommended minimum level for windows in
your own home; suitable only for windows that
are difficult to reach.

RC2
PREMIUM security

Suitable for urban contexts and in any case not
isolated; protects doors and windows easily
attachable with space-saving tools.

RC3
ARMORED security
with POSEIDON T T

Designed for those seeking maximum safety in
isolated contexts; ideal for doors and windows
easily attachable with bulky tools.

Our Certifications
OUR ADDED VALUE

• Test report: SLIDING WINDOW
The sliding
window with two sliding panels
reached the maximum seal threshold, the only window
in its category to achieve these results.
Certificated by
WATER-BASED CERTIFICATE ON SLIDING LIFT:

CLASS 9A (maximum level)

• Waterproofness (UNI EN 1027 – UNI EN 12208)
CAMPESATO ACHIEVED CLASS 9A (MAXIMUM LEVEL)

• Airtightness
(UNI EN 1026 - UNI EN 12207)

We have reached
performances that
top
certification
standards
many years before
they were defined
as applicable law.

• Burglar resistance
(UNI ENV 1627 - UNI ENV 1630)

• Mechanical properties
(UNI EN 12046-1, UNI EN 14608, UNI EN 14609, UNI EN
947, UNI EN 948, UNI EN 949, UNI EN 950, UNI EN 1192,
UNI EN 13115)

• Sound insulation
(UNI EN ISO 140-3, UNI EN ISO 717-1 – UNI EN 14351-1)

• Class of Resistence RC3

Campesato reaches a new record:
is THE FIRST ITALIAN COMPANY to certify the window in RC3 resistance
class even on a wood other than oak: the RED GRANDIS.

10 years guarantee
QUALITY AND DURABILITY

CAMPESATO doors and windows are covered by a

Our company has always been mindful of issues
related to environmental and user safety; we
have thus decided to conduct research on
extremely pure and technologically advanced
painting products to meet the highest indoor
safety standards.

Indoor quality
guarantee
indoor
di qualità
Garanzia

10-year guarantee
ELEMENT

GUARANTEE

DAMAGE COVERED

WOOD

10 YEARS

rotting

SEALINGS

10 YEARS

permament deformations

HARDWARE

10 YEARS

mechanical breakage

GLAZING

10 YEARS

condensation inside the two panes

PAINT

10 YEARS

painting on windows

PAINT

7 YEARS

painting of darkening screens

grazie alla
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Remmers
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RIDOTTOAMOUNT
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Please find enclosed a copy of the original certificates issued by the certifying bodies iLF ForschungEntwicklungsgeu. Entwicklungsgesellschaft Lacke una Farben mbh in respect
of DIN EN u.71-3
and eph –
iLF ForschungEntwicklungsund
Prüflabor
GmbH in respect of the DIN EN ISO 16000
- Entwicephstandard,
mbh
Farben Holztechnologie
una
sellschaft Lacke
sections 3, 6 and 9 with regard to the calculation
and
assessment
of
Volatile
Organic
Compounds
3, 6,
per quanto riguarda la norma DIN EN ISO 16000 parti and
formaldehyde
9 riguardante la determinazione e la valutazione delle emissioni di VOC e di formaldeide.

Thank you for having chosen our services.
Best regards,

nostri più cordiali saluti.

Ask for detailed information at the point of sale closest to you.

Dott. Stefano Straudi
Dott.
Remmers Italia
Del. Remmers
Amm. Del.
Amm.
94
44 94
30 44
0471 30
Fax 0471
00 ;; Fax
44 00
30 44
0471 30
Tel. 0471
Bolzano -- Tel.
39100 Bolzano
26 -- 39100
Nusser, 26
Mayr Nusser,
J. Mayr
Via J.
S.r.l. -- Via
Italia S.r.l.
Remmers Italia
Remmers
www.remmers.it
info@remmers.it •• www.remmers.it
info@remmers.it

This objective has been achieved thanks to Remmers,
the most prestigious and important manufacturer of
door and window paints in Europe, which guarantees:
• absence of hazardous chemicals for humans
• air quality indoors
• the same health level which is used for paints on
children’s toys, certified according to the EN-71/3
standard (heavy metal migration).
With this technology our products have been made
healthier, by using substances which have been
awarded the most prestigious voluntary certifications
for health and safety.

care and beauty for your door and
window kit includes a bottle of Ravvivalegno
The

regenerative resin.
Its use helps keep the beauty of your wood
door and windor frames unaltered over
time.

maggio 2019

Discover

our
world

Listen

the history of wood
and its naturalness

